Mathematical understanding can be measured by a cognitive agent's ability to explain itself, i.e., answer relevant questions about its mathematical activities. Two inference techniques, rule-based inference and path-based inference, are applied to an implemented computational cognitive agent using the SNePS knowledgerepresentation, reasoning, and acting system.
Introduction
When engaged in classroom mathematical activities, students are often encouraged to "show their work" as they progress towards a solution and to "explain their answers" after a solution has been found. This justification, required well before a student learns how to produce rigorous logical proofs, is a demonstration that the student understands how the problem is solved and why the obtained result is a solution. Students "show their work" by explicitly providing the intermediate computations needed to reach a solution. When confronted with a problem of averaging, e.g., 2, 3, 15, and 20, students should show the intermediate sum 2+3+15+20=40 and the intermediate division 40/4 = 10. Students show that they understand averaging in terms of the simpler operations of addition and division.
Unlike human students, computers and calculators are usually expected to produce fast, reliable results without an explanation. These results often take the form of a numerical output devoid of intermediate calculations, linguistic content, and problem-specific semantic information. In such a role, the computer is a tool for the human user, a tool that produces the correct answers without justification. However, in the field of artificial intelligence, there are several reasons to design computational agents that can both produce the correct answers and can explain their answers. Such agents could better communicate and interoperate with human users. Knowing the "how" and "why" behind mathematical routines is required for a computational model of mathematical cognition in a cognitive agent. Extending these abilities can be a great benefit to autonomous embodied agents that must reason in the real world with minimal human interaction. This paper is a preliminary investigation of the inferential and representational requirements for a computational agent that can produce mathematical explanations at the level of basic arithmetic and counting. Explanation is treated as a justification of procedural action (the kind of solution a student might give), rather than as a formal proof (the kind of solution a mathematician might give).
Question Answering
To probe a cognitive agent's mathematical understanding, a series of questions can be posed to the agent after it has completed a mathematical activity. For example, if an agent has just determined that 2 is the greatest common divisor of 8 and 6, a highly idealized explanation dialogue might look like the following: A human addressee will likely stop short of such a detailed answer. However, for computational agents, such a dialogue will be a useful Turing-teststyle demonstration of mathematical understanding. The ability to produce such answers demands a representational and inferential capacity beyond that of just finding a greatest common divisor. During a dialogue, an agent may need to: (1) call upon linguistic information (e.g., for A2 above), (2) call upon real-world experiences (e.g., for A6 above), (3) infer the relationships between procedures and their constituent sub-procedures (e.g., for A4 above), and (4) infer relationships between concepts (e.g., for A8 above). The question for a computational agent then becomes: where does this (required) additional knowledge come from?
One answer to this question is to design an agent that accumulates knowledge during a mathematical activity. The ability to assimilate newly inferred material with existing knowledge is essential for mathematical understanding [2] . Mathematical understanding is driven by doing things, not simply by thinking about things. This is consistent with the cognitive foundations of mathematics presented by Lakoff & Núñez [4] , in which a metaphoric relationship is established between a human activity (such as object collection) and a formal operation (such as addition).
The activity-driven nature of mathematical understanding can be witnessed even in the developmentally early routine of counting. Children turn a routine that is nothing more than a meaningless recitation of ordered words (much like a nursery rhyme) into a tool for ascribing cardinal size and ordinal position to real-world entities. The semantics of counting routines arises from children performing tasks that require counting, not from the contemplation of number-name meanings. Outside the context of the number line, number-names are meaningless identifiers.
SNePS
My computational theory is implemented in the SNePS knowledgerepresentation, reasoning, and acting system [11] . The fundamental datastructure of SNePS is a propositional semantic network. A SNePS network represents the beliefs of Cassie, the SNePS cognitive agent. A semantic network is abstract enough to represent both numeric and linguistic information. This is one of the reasons semantic networks have been used in models of arithmetic word-problem solving [1] . Numeric information is basically syntactic [8] , but obtains a conceptual-role semantics [6] through integration with a system such as SNePS.
Cassie's acting system is SNeRE (the SNePS Rational Engine [3] ). Acts in SNePS are either primitive or complex. Primitive acts are the fundamental repertoire of acts available to Cassie. Complex acts are composed of sets of primitive acts that are structured by control acts (i.e., acts for sequencing, iteration, and conditionals) and are bound to plans for performing them with the ActPlan predicate function. SNePS has a uniform representation for both conceptual and procedural knowledge so that all of Cassie's SNeRE plans are stored in the same network as her conceptual knowledge. Most importantly, Cassie can add beliefs to her network while she is acting, constituting an episodic memory of the act, which can be accessed during an act to prompt further action or after an act for answering questions.
SNIP, the SNePS Inference Package, enables inferential operations over the beliefs in Cassie's network. This allows SNePS to serve as a logical rulebased system. Commands for finding and deducing nodes (representing propositions) allow the user to ask Cassie questions and are the foundation for the path-based and rule-based inference techniques described in the next section.
Rule-Based Inference
At the highest level of abstraction, an ActPlan for an arithmetic act is set up as follows:
all(x,y)({Number(x),Number(y)} &=> ActPlan(Add(x,y),CountAdd(x,y))).
The semantics of such a statement is roughly: If you can infer that both x and y are numbers, then a plan for doing this generic arithmetic operation (e.g., Add) is this specific arithmetic operation (e.g., CountAdd). When Cassie is told to perform one of the generic arithmetic acts on two given inputs, say perform Add(2,3), she produces the following sequence of inferences: (ii) Once Cassie finds an asserted node corresponding to Add(x,y), she backchains and wonders whether Number(2) and Number(3) are asserted beliefs.
(iii) Once Cassie determines that Number(2) and Number(3) both hold, she retrieves the plan corresponding to the act Add(2,3). In this case, she finds CountAdd(2,3).
(iv) Cassie then attempts to perform CountAdd(2,3) by finding a plan for it.
This cycle of actions continues until Cassie completes the task. When a primitive action is reached, Cassie does not try to further decompose the action. During the course of executing a specific arithmetic operation, Cassie needs to store the result using the CountSum case frame. We also want to be able to say that each of these specific arithmetic results is a result for the abstract act. Cassie is given the following rule:
all(x,y,z)(CountSum(x,y,z) => Sum(x,y,z)).
This tells Cassie that a CountSum is a Sum per se. Thus, the moment Cassie believes the result CountSum(2,3,5), she will infer Sum(2,3,5) by forward chaining. This provides a specific and generic access point for arithmetic results.
These arithmetic acts force Cassie to perform successively simpler operations. Rule-based inference establishes a connection between three things: a general act (e.g., addition), a specific plan for performing that act (e.g., countaddition), and a specific performance of that plan (e.g., the count-addition of 2 and 3). Since Cassie explicitly deduces propositions at the knowledge level using this technique, rule-based inference can be seen as a model of "conscious" inference (i.e., Cassie is attending to the information that triggers the inference).
Path-Based Inference
Paths in SNePS networks are ordered sequences of arc-labels between nodes. Paths are specified using a syntax similar to regular expressions [9] . Pathbased techniques can be used as a model of unconscious inference for SNePS agents [10] . A relation between nodes in a given network may be inferred by the presence of a certain path between those nodes. This is an "unconscious" activity, because the newly inferred relation is added to the agent's belief space without an explicit knowledge level deduction.
For each new number generated by a counting procedure, Cassie builds a Successor relation to hold between that number and its immediate predecessor. Using path-based inference, this link can be exploited to generate the GreaterThan relation, which holds between each new number generated and all preceding numbers.
Path-based inference takes advantage of the fact that Cassie's knowledge is stored in a semantic network, in which a node's "meaning" is determined by its position in the network relative to other nodes [5, 6] . This type of inference can also be used in SNePS to determine the conceptual-role semantics for vague concepts such as "number". To define a concept such as "number" in the context of a completed arithmetic activity, a series of path-based inferences can be performed to give the elements of the class number, to give the acts with argument type number, and to give the operations that have thus far resulted in numbers.
This technique can also be used to provide semantic meaning for arithmetic procedures. The possibility of treating an arithmetic operation as either a concrete object (as a node) and a process (as an ActPlan) during inference is an important result of using SNePS to model mathematical understanding (see [7] ).
Conclusion and Further Research
Inference is central to explanations of all sorts. We have seen that for a domain such as arithmetic, in which complex procedures can be rigidly built up from simpler procedures, the knowledge inferred during an agent's action can provide a justification for that action. For a computational agent, the choice of a knowledge-representation system determines the methods of inference that can be applied. SNePS is particularly useful for implementing my theory because it can be used as a logical rule-based system (by applying nodebased inference) or as a traditional semantic network (by applying path-based inference). The agent implementation is still in its early stages and there are several avenues to pursue. 
